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Foreword
There is no question that we live in an age where digital content is shared at a quickening
rate — often without proper acknowledgement and compensation for the creative
producers and organizations that help generate new ideas. The insights into how contentcreators, educators, curators and archivists broach the topic of media arts at the beginning
of the 21st Century gives us pause to consider future directions for the field.
The three sessions, outlined in this text, cover different aspects of media arts
creation, distribution and documentation and chronicle the difficulties we face in this new
era of portable on-demand production/distribution. Part of the confusion surrounding
media arts, as a generalized term, stems from the number of sub-disciplines supported by
media art collectives. These include: environmental technologies, electronic automation,
analogue film, digital video, photography and sound among others. The use of these
modes of production require a critical understanding of technology and historical
developments. It is my hope that this text contributes to a better understanding of media
arts within Ontario and beyond.
Troy David Ouellette
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Introduction
It is an honour to be able to produce what I hope
is the first of many LOMAA publications. This
catalogue marks a significant milestone for the
London Ontario Media Arts Association. Since 2012,
LOMAA has fostered collaboration, investigation
and innovation by tapping into the talent of artists
right here in southwestern Ontario. We continue
this work with the support of dedicated volunteers,
funders and partners as we expand our programs.
The three sessions, outlined in this text,
combine knowledge from participants from London,
Sault Saint Marie, Ottawa and Peterborough. We
were delighted to have them as our guests and
presenters. Media Space/Media Place was designed
to foster collaboration between media artists and
media arts professionals and to consider media space
as something physical and virtual. Place, on the other
hand, focused on a sense of communal rootedness.
Seven individuals spoke at three events, the first
of which was entitled New Strategies for Media
Artists and Media Arts Organizations. This session
examined the way organizations engage audiences
and identified problems for artists who work with
technological mediums. In this session, Annie King,
Adjunct Professor of Fine Art at Algoma University
and member of the 360 Sault Media Arts Collective
(SMAC), stressed the importance of providing access
and equipment for production, post-production,
and exhibition. She also discussed community
dynamics and the importance of supporting local

cultural production and distribution through
volunteerism, events, workshops and fundraising
with a special attention to the diversity in her region.
As an organization, LOMAA echoes these
concerns. Since its inception, we have envisioned
an organization that was accessible to those
residing in a community with high unemployment
and student debt. This idea was consistent in the
different community representatives we heard from.
The second speaker, Mary Baxter, editor
of Morelmag.ca, explored the urgency of finding
relevant journalistic collaborators, conducting
proper research, the pitfalls of citizen journalism,
plagiarism and finding the best outlets for
distributing work. Based in London, Mary continues
to have an extensive career as a writer, editor and
blogger with a focus on regional issues. I was
delighted Mary agreed to write for this publication.
The second session, Media Now: Theories
and Methodologies, honed in on how organizations
present different types of media — from interactive
performance to kinetic works to the documentation
of workshop activities, the formula to digitally
disseminate and preserve these activities changes
dramatically. For educators and curators, the role as
a mentor, outside of post- secondary education, is
essential to determine the future directions media
is received, evaluated, produced and accessed. In
this session, an informal discussion emphasizing
themes of media arts education and organizational
structures beyond the university model gave insights
into commercial and grassroots-driven initiatives.
Michael Morritt, the Creative Director of
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Whitebulb Animation Studio and founding member of
ETCH Media Collective in Peterborough, spoke about
student-led educational paradigms, foregrounding
collaborations between industry and the broader
creative community. Michael has, to a large degree,
helped his Peterborough creative community thrive
by connecting companies with freelance artists,
writers and animators. An interesting aspect of
these commercial ventures is how creative works
are archived and distributed once ad campaigns are
concluded. Michael’s company is able to showcase
the exceptional talent in Peterborough by providing
a website that acts as a hub to attract new business.
This was instructive for the many LOMAA members
who are engaged in the commercial sectors of
filmmaking, video, web design and gaming.
The second speaker, Thomas Cermak, writer/
contributor and (at that time) executive director at
London Fuse, shared his experience as an entrepreneur.
LondonFuse was designed to foster cultural
participation and attendance by providing free events
listings. Anyone able to fill out a simple web form and
post photographs has the ability to attract Londoners
looking for an event to attend such as art openings,
concerts and theatrical performances among others.
London Fuse is also gaining popularity as a go-to
place for video content with its Fuse TV offering. Each
of the event speakers chose very different ways to
support media production. Historically, such a mix of
publicly and commercially funded organizations has
contributed greatly to lasting cultural frameworks.
In my own presentation, entitled E.A.T., The
Archive, I examined the work of Experiments in Art
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and Technology—active from 1967 until 2001. This
entity fostered many of the same types of relationships
that we see in the current iteration of LOMAA, and I
wanted to reveal how the history and complexity of
E.A.T.’s activities during the 1960’s and 1970’s was
handled through current technologies—mainly the
web. I detailed the different archival holdings that
researchers can access, namely the Getty Research
Institute in Los Angeles and the Daniel Langlois
Foundation in Montreal, to emphasize E.A.T.’s largescale projects such as the 9 Evenings and Osaka
World’s Fair projects, which involved countless
participants and were documented through multiple
vantage points. The retelling of E.A.T.’s events are
given new life through the articulation by those directly
connected to the organization and the multitude of
researchers whose views are radically transformed
by the related contents of archives and museums.
This discussion brought up some interesting
exchanges with Thomas Cermak, who was also
concerned with the tools we use to understand
past, present, and future paradigms of creative
material practice that involve technologies from a
historical period and specific region. With digital
technologies, database access without restriction
gives researchers and archivists the ability to pool
multiple archiving activities together. Of course,
digital rights and copyright in general create some
barriers for scholars. At the same time that these
rights confer the right to content creators to be paid
for their work, they preclude access to scholars who
may not have the means to travel to access content
firsthand or via copyright fees. The persistence

of this dichotomy is emblematic of what we are
now seeing in so many other industries that rely
on digital correspondence to deliver educational
accreditation as a less expensive alternative to fulltime university coursework. The proliferation of doit-yourself technologies is becoming part of our
everyday lives. From banking machines to Uber,
ComFree and self-publishing services, inexpensive
ways to transact various types of business and
commercial activities are becoming more common.
In Session 3: Production Techniques and the
Need for Media Arts Collectives, we shifted our focus
back to creative producers by inviting Christine Negus,
independent video artist and member of LOMAA
and Roger D. Wilson, Windows Collective, to discuss
their practice. Both artists create their work using very
different methods but they both were technologies
to respond to social, cultural, political, and economic
realities in different ways. Roger roots his practice in
his ideas about audience participation, as exemplified
by his film projection events and related workshops.
In contrast, Christine’s work revolves around her
psychoanalytic research practice and its realization
in video/narrative that illuminates the problematic
assumptions about gender using humour. Each
artist had an interesting perspective on how media
collectives might function and foregrounded how
organizations can more effectively facilitate the
production and exhibition of artists’ work. Being a
functioning member of media organizations is not only
vital to the organization in terms of guiding its future
direction, but also for the artist because of the access
the organization provides to equipment, exhibition

opportunities and connection with other people
in various stages of their careers. This final session
culminated in comparing media arts organizations
in Ontario and raising questions about the longterm viability of creative spaces and strategies for
sustainable collaboration and production.
All of the participants stressed the importance
of contributing to their communities. Since no other
organizations exist to support artists working with
media in the various regions we examined, it was
crucial to forge future partnerships with those who
have similar concerns. What came out of these
sessions was the realization that we were not alone.
Many of the participants were particularly motivated
to address the needs of young and marginalized
people engaging in subjects that dealt with social/
cultural structures, community collaborations,
interventionist strategies,
interaction
design,
future technologies, environmental remediation,
alternative economies and other emerging areas.
For LOMAA, some groundwork has been laid to
provide opportunities for media artists of all stripes, but
we still have a long way to go. These sessions solidified
a commitment between all participants to share
information and devise future partnerships, and I want
to thank everyone involved for helping to make these
events possible. I also want to express my gratitude
to the Ontario Arts Council for its continued support.
Troy David Ouellette
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Today’s Regional Media Arts Collectives
In the fall of 2015, LOMAA (the London Ontario Media
Arts Association) hosted Media Space/Media Place,
a series of presentations, held over three weekends,
that probed the role of media arts collectives in
Ontario. Each of the seven speakers delivered a
clear message: collectives provide vital resources
to artists living in small-to-mid-size centres.
Collectives and institutions that foster media
arts have a long and rich tradition. Series organizer
and presenter Troy David Ouellette cited precursors
such as Germany’s Bauhaus school, which was an
early proponent of the cross-pollinatization between
fine art, design and technology. In the United States,
the New Bauhaus and its successor, the Centre for
Advanced Visual Studies at MIT, experimented with
(among others) kinetic sculpture, design, film and
photography. As well, beginning in the 1960’s, the
New York based Experiments in Art and Technology
(EAT) integrated creative and technical disciplines
to generate new creative opportunities. All creative
forms were fair game: “It was very expressive, very
animated, and it evolved technology,” Ouellette
said. “If we’re saying media has to evolve technology,
I think it (media arts) spans a very wide spectrum.”
Today, media arts collectives bring to mind
groups that addresses the needs and goals of member
artists who focus on innovative multimedia projects
that might incorporate elements as diverse as moving
image technologies, music, sound, interactivity,
computer programming and performance. Members

often work independently but rely on each other for
support, mentorship, information, resource sharing,
access to equipment and instruction in the use of
it. Collectives also offer spaces, both physical and
virtual, to generate and exhibit works of art and
maintain an accessible regional archive of its activities.
Over the course of the Media Space/Media
Place sessions, speakers described how these
functions worked in their own collectives, which
included: London’s LOMAA and LondonFuse; the
Peterborough Arts Umbrella, Whitebulb Animation
Studio and other Peterborough collectives; Ottawa’s
Windows Collective; Sault Ste. Marie’s 360 Sault
Media Arts Collective; and my Southwestern Ontario
venture, morelmag.ca.¹ Most of the collectives
discussed grew to serve the needs of a local creative
community. In Sault Ste. Marie and the surrounding
area for example, artists focused on traditional media
such as painting and watercolour, but there were no
opportunities to explore other artforms, explained
360 member Annie King. “I felt it was vital to the North
to have a media arts collective to help expand the
ideas of what can be done” in the visual arts, she said.
Many groups face financial pressures.
Government funding is unpredictable, difficult to
secure and shrinking.2 When Roger D. Wilson of
the Windows Collective described how access to
funding affected his collective’s activity, he noted that
2009, 2010 and 2012 featured street screenings and
opportunities to participate in festivals. But in 2011
nothing happened. It was “a no-funding” year, he said.
The collectives varied widely in their handling
of the funding crunch. The members of 360, for
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instance, recognized that pursuing grants meant
filling out applications and producing paperwork,
which taxed their small circle of volunteers. So, they
decided to forego applying for grants, recognizing
that volunteer resources would determine how
active they could be, King said. This challenge is
something that all collectives face. Until more stable
funding is procured, founding members who are
primarily interested in content creation find their
time is instead mostly spent on administration and
the day-to-day functioning of the organization.
Throughout the Media Space/Media Place
proceedings, presenters and audience members
often raised the topic of revenue sources. Suggestions
included offering film digitization services, maintaining
intellectual rights on marketable innovations and
offering equipment and space rentals. Extending
resources by establishing partnerships with other
organizations and businesses was also proposed.
Filmmaker Michael Morritt described a more
radical shift—engaging directly with businesses. In
his video animation venture, Whitebulb Animation
Studio, company members work on projects to
gain steady employment for everyone. The goal,
he said, is to get “as close to zero as possible”
in terms of profit or loss. No start-up capital
was invested. Any extra money goes to buy
equipment. If money is lost, the venture closes.
LondonFuse, which promotes local arts
events through the Internet, has obtained funding.
Nevertheless, this collective gravitates toward
the commercial sector to help new college and
university arts graduates find jobs. Fuse supports
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graduates by offering them a chance to add or
hone skills, gain resumé-building experience
and assist Fuse’s operation to make connections.
Thomas Cermak, Fuse’s former executive
director, noted that local companies had just hired
seven Fuse contributors. “The digital creative
industry in London is booming,” he said. “There’s
a lot of opportunities right now for media arts
to become a part of popular and commercial
culture and also to disseminate its works.”
Both Cermak and Morritt emphasized
the importance of responding to the needs of
their artistic communities. In Peterborough,
Morritt said, skilled practitioners are out of
work. Their need for jobs is more important than
their need to have a place to explore creativity.
One advantage of media arts collectives
is their operational flexibility, as is shown above in
the example of Fuse’s job-mentoring functions.
Members can innovate or mobilize resources to
create supports that are not as easily available
in conventional institutions such as schools or
businesses. But is catering to the commercial sector
to get jobs for members the best use of this strength?
Take the example of LOMAA member
Christine Negus, who works in video and other
media. During her presentation, she acknowledged
that most of the work she has done since
obtaining her Master of Fine Arts took place in
residencies. Collectives often maintain residencies.
Negus’s work probes the pressures that society
puts on women to quickly resolve their feelings about
trauma. She finds the expectation unrealistic and calls

for broader understanding by creating ironic works
that juxtapose black humour, matter-of-fact accounts,
and sentimental or celebratory images with traumatic
subjects. In her 2009 video secret galaxy, for example,
a woman who discovers a new world in the dust mites of
her keyboard recalls an incident of sexual molestation.
This type of work takes advantage of an
outside perspective and calls to mind the parodies
of Canadian collectives such as the N.E. Thing Co.
Ltd. in the 1960s and General Idea in the 1970s.
Both groups used the vantage point of an outsider
to challenge mainstream values and preconceptions
such as the acceptance of consumerism and
entrenched
representations
of
sexuality.
Try to make such work within an established
system and expect to face discouragement in many
forms: rejection, criticism, censure. Negus faced
strong criticism of her work while completing her
post-graduate degree. Yet the creative pursuits
noted above rely on an outsider perspective or
otherness to achieve impact. What might happen
to this creative freedom if arts collectives move too
close to commercialization or institutionalization?
During the Media Space/Media Place
discussions, the collective’s sense of otherness
often surfaced. This quality was celebrated when
presenters spoke of their collectives’ ability to
supply people weary of the emptiness of digital
connection with tangible, real-world experiences.
However, attitudes were mixed at times,
particularly when conversations addressed how
institutional collectives should be. During the first
session, for example, when she explained her

collective’s decision to resist institutionalization,
King said their outsider status liberated creative
energy. They had tried to establish a board, but the
structure seemed “to hinder us more than progress
us,” she said. “You’re almost just talking about what
needs to be done instead of just getting it done.”
She said they are redefining their structure. “We’re
not other organizations, so why not develop our
own way that works for us and our schedules?”
Both Cermak and Morritt noted that
collectives have no standard lifespan. Institutions,
on the other hand, are usually founded to last—a
goal that can tie up considerable resources. The
lack of expectation about a collective’s end date is
a strength for the broader creative community, they
argued. “Out of the ashes come interesting things,”
said Cermak, suggesting that the loss of one group
frees up the energy to form another. But Ouellette
noted that sustainability and persistence do not
necessarily undermine a collective. “EAT was around
for a long time: 30-plus years,” he said, and in that
time, new people contributed to and benefited
from the organizations supportive framework.
Some conversations touched on otherness
as a disadvantage when the collective tried to
obtain financial support, and at least one participant
said that the media arts collective’s form might
not fit the definitions that funding agencies use to
establish eligibility. But, as another participant noted,
adjusting a collective’s structure or goals to satisfy
funding terms could compromise artistic integrity.
Ouellette spoke adamantly about the
need to protect the collective’s role in fostering
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experimentation and innovation. LOMAA, he said,
sought to create a place where artists could cast
aside the preconceptions that they had learned
in school about their practices. Collectives, he
said, offered artists the opportunity to “go back
to the play stage” and set aside concerns about
the financial value or popularity of their work.
Wilson’s work exemplifies why the collective’s
role as an alternative to established systems
continues to sustain the health of the greater creative
community. Wilson works with the equipment and
materials of traditional filmmaking: old-fashioned
projectors, cellulose acetate film, darkrooms and
emulsions. Because many of these things are no
longer made, they are scarcer and some artists
must learn to make their tools to continue with
the medium. Nonetheless, Wilson couched this
challenge as an opportunity for innovation: “I believe
I’m reinventing film,” he said. “I’m redoing what
many film inventors were doing decades ago, but
I’m adding my personal touch to each process and
technique. I’m also reinventing the gear used for
making films . . . There remains a great deal of value
to maintaining these traditional film processes.”
What better place is there to share and store
knowledge about the innovations that society may
come to value than at your local media arts collective?
Media Space/Media Place sparked important
conversations and new insights about regional media
arts collectives in the digital age. Hopefully, participants
will continue these conversations in their respective
communities and creative disciplines for, as the
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LOMAA series has shown, we are only just beginning to
understand the potential of this multifaceted resource.
Mary Baxter
1 Morel is a sole proprietorship that has collective features. Volunteers share
editorial duties, collaborate on projects and publish and promote regional
journalism and literary arts.
2 A comparison of 2014 and 2015 Ontario Arts Council statistics revealed
a $45,000 year-over-year drop in operating grant funding for new media
collectives. In 2015, nearly two-thirds of the operating grant funding went to
collectives in the Toronto region.
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Christine Negus, Video still from Our Home, 2013.
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Session 1: New Strategies for Media Artists and Media Arts Organizations, Saturday, October 17th, 2015
Mary Baxter, London, ON
Mary Baxter is editor of Morelmag.ca, an online general interest magazine and outreach program serving Southwestern
Ontario and field editor/web editor of Better Farming magazine, the largest circulating farm magazine in Ontario
and Canada’s top website for online farm news. In 2007, she, along with her Better Farming colleagues won the
Canadian Association of Journalists’ Award for Investigative Journalism in the magazine category. In 2012, she also
won the International Federation of Agricultural Journalists’ Star Prize for print journalism. Mary is based in London,
ON and holds a B.A. (Honours) in English Literature from the University of British Columbia and a M.Phil in AngloIrish Literature from Trinity College, University of Dublin.
Annie King, Sault Ste. Marie, ON
Annie King grew up in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. She completed her BFA at Algoma University and received the
President’s Purchase Award in 2009. Annie studied Drawing/Inter-media at the University of Alberta in Edmonton and
received her MFA in January 2012. While at the University of Alberta she received scholarships from such organizations
as the Alberta Foundation for the Arts, as well as participating in the Graduate Research Assistantship Program. She
was included in The New Alberta Contemporaries, curated by Caterina Pizanias, which was the inaugural exhibition
at the Eskar Foundation in Calgary, Alberta. In 2013, while participating in “The Lure of the Local”, she exhibited
her work among six other women artists in Athens, Greece. Annie has worked as an adjunct professor of Fine Arts at
Algoma University, in Sault Ste. Marie since 2012. She is a founder of 360 Sault Media Arts Collective, funded by the
Ontario Arts Council. Annie’s work melds the borders of drawing, sculpture and media installation.

Session 2: Media Now: Theories and Methodologies, Saturday, October 24, 2015
Michael Morritt, Peterborough, ON
Michael Morritt is a collaborative media producer and educator, whose career began as a participant in a media arts
mentorship program in 2002. Since then, he has produced numerous documentary, short, commercial and feature
works in Canada and abroad, often while mentoring first-time film makers throughout the process. His passion for arts
education was refined in Dublin Ireland, where he developed techniques for instructing groups of young people in all
technical aspects of a production, using a student-led model. He has been a founding member of several media arts
organizations, including CrewTV in Ireland, MAP Media Arts Peterborough and most recently, ETCH Media Collective in
Peterborough. He is also the founder and creative director of Whitebulb, an animation company working internationally.
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Thomas Cermak, London, ON
Thomas Cermak is a writer/contributor and executive director at London Fuse, a non-profit organization
supporting London’s creative and cultural communities. London Fuse provides a promotional platform and
operational support to London’s creative and collaborative people, events, projects, and groups. Thomas
was also a technology director & partner for Thread Development, a digital creative agency that implements
communication strategies through web products, platforms and apps.
Troy David Ouellette, London, ON
Troy David Ouellette, PhD (York University) is an artist/researcher specializing in post-anthropocentric Assemblage
theory. His practice has developed the concept of ‘particlism’ focusing on the behavior of materials at varying
scales by exploring, non-human creativity. His visual work and writings describe how perception, insofar as it is
an adaptive state of matter, plays-out in human and non-human creative acts. Ouellette is founding member of
LOMAA and the sound art collective Audio Lodge.

Session 3: Production Techniques and the Need for Media Arts Collectives, November 28, 2015
Roger D. Wilson, Ottawa, ON
An independent filmmaker, Wilson received a degree in film production in 1993 from Confederation College in
Thunder Bay, Ontario. His creative process is based on using techniques such as pixilation, time-lapse photography,
cameraless animation, hand-processing and creating exhibition prints. Wilson is a founding member of The
Windows Collective, a group of six Ottawa filmmakers who create and exhibit experimental film loops.
Christine Negus, London, ON
Negus is a multidisciplinary artist and writer employing humour and irony to investigate nostalgia and loss. Her
works range from ephemeral objects, including glittery party banners, neon signs and artificially-flowered memorial
wreaths, to single-channel animations and videos. Negus received her MFA in 2010 from Northwestern University
and her BFA from Western University in 2008. She has exhibited her work both nationally and internationally, with
notable exhibitions and screenings including the Montreal Underground Film Festival, Cambridge Galleries, Art
Gallery of York University, Xpace Cultural Centre and the Images Festival where, in 2008, she won the National
Film Board of Canada’s award for Best Emerging Video/Filmmaker. Her first solo exhibition, you can’t spell
slaughter without laughter, opened in January 2012 at Gallery TPW. Negus’s short video “the loneliest animals”
was included in the anthology Blast Counterblast edited by Anthony Elms and Steve Reinke.
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Web Links
Collectives
London Ontario Media Arts Association | lomaa.ca
360 Sault Media Arts Centre | facebook.com/360SMAC/
Windows Collective | windowscollective.ca
Commercial Websites
Michael Morritt | Whitebulb Animation Studio |whitebulb.ca
Mary Baxter | Morel | morelmag.ca
Thomas Cermak | LondonFUSE | londonfuse.ca
Artist Websites
Annie King | anniekingmfa.wordpress.com/about/
Roger Wilson | rogerdwilson.ca
Christine Negus | christinenegus.com
Troy David Ouellette | troydavidouellette.com
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